
 

     NONO, HET ZIGZAG KID (NONO, THE ZIGZAG KID) was screened during the Pittsburgh 

Jewish Film Festival in Spring, 2014. Here is Kino Ken’s review of its dvd version. 

 

19 of a possible 20 points                                                                              ***** of a possible ***** 

 

Netherlands / Belgium   2012   color   95 minutes   subtitled live action feature seriocomedy 

Bos Bros. Film & TV Productions / N279 Entertainment / Benelux Film Distributors / BNP   

Parabis Fortis Film Fund / Inspire Pictures / Prime Time / Algemene Vereniging Radio Omroep 

(AVRO)   Producers: Burney Bos, David Claikens, Mike Downey, Diana Elbaum, Evelien Jansen, 

Antonino Lombardo, Ruud Van der Heyde, Els Vandevorst, Alex Verbaere 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

2          Direction: Vincent Bal* 

2          Editing: Peter Alderliesten* and Annelotte Medema* 

2          Cinematography: Walther van den Ende*   2nd Unit DP: Patrick Otten* 

            Stills Photography: Kris Dewitte 

1          Lighting: Maarten Rijnbeek 

            Special Visual Effects: Jos De Boevere, Corentin De Saedeleer, Morgan Hardy, 

            Danielle Kempen, Kasper Oerlemans, Matthijs Slijkhuis, Hans van Helden,  

            Robert van Spanje, Willem Zwarthoed  

2          Screenplay: David Grossman*, Vincent Bal*, Jon Gilbert* 

            Script Supervisor: Kristel Dotremont 

2          Music: Thomas de Prins, Jerry Adler 

2          Art Direction: Elsa Oskam*               Production Design: Vincent de Pater* 

            Set Decorator: Frederic Delrue* 

            Set Dressers: Mario Attard* and Marc Hammel* 



            Visual Design: Walter Russ 

            Props: Anneleen Koppert 

            Costume Design: Bernadette Corstens 

            Makeup: Jacqueline Hoogendijk, Bianca van der Steen 

2          Sound Design: Herman Piette*   Supervising Sound Editor: David Vranken* 

            Sound Recordist: Geert Vlegels* 

            Casting: Rebecca van Unen, Brigitte De Witte (extras), Patrick Hella, Martha Mojet 

            (children), Nicolas Ronchi (France)  

2          Acting 

2          Creativity 

19 total points 

 

Cast: Thomas Simon* (j) (Nono Feuerberg, son of Jacob ), Fedja van Huêt (Jacob Feuerberg), 

Jessica Zeylmaker (Gaby), Burghart Klaußner* (Felix Glick), Isabella Rossellini  

(Lola Katz a.k.a. Lola Ciperola), Camille De Pazzis (Zohara), Gérard Meylan (Inspector Leroy), 

Raphael Charlier (Officer Lapointe), Celia Nufaar (Grandma Tjitska), Eric de Kuyper  

(Uncle Sjmoel), Paolo Smalhout (Cousin Micha), Coen Decnop (Father Micha), Els van Stratum  

(Mother Micha), Chris Bolczek (Waiter at Station Restaurant), Matthijs Wind  

(Chef, Station Restaurant), Raymonde de Kuyper (Lady at Station Restaurant), 

Kees Boot (Conductor), Dick van den Toorn (Train Driver), Heidi Groen 

(Mascara Lady), Fenneke Dam (Detective Reader), Arie de Rooij (Nostril Man), 

Vincent de Patar (Man in Black), Pieter Embrechts (Motorcycle Policeman 1), 

Tom de Hoog (Motorcycle Policeman 2), Gene Bervoets (Bank Director), 

Maaike Neuville (Bank Colleague), Bernard Eylenbosch (Pierre, Stage Manager), 

Martin De Rijk (Police Officer Holland), Eric Larcin (Chief, Diamond Museum), 

Benoît Randaxhe (Guard, Diamond Museum), Erico Salamone  

(Commander, SWAT Team), Philippe Résimont (Conductor, Nice), 

Thomas Stuyck (Other Conductor, Nice), Jean-Pierre Denuit (Male Passenger), 

Alice Barney (Female Passenger), Kasper van Groesen (j) (Nono at age 3), 

Altor Gómez Almagro (j) (Baby Nono), Jean-Henri Compère 

(Voice of Inspector Leroy), Dani Stauder (Zachary), Aukje Bink, Eric de Waal, 

Donja de Wit, Erwin Bozzolini (Bar Mitzvah Guests) 

 

     Nono Feuerberg is nearly thirteen years old, impatient to celebrate his bar mitzvah and be 

accepted as a member of the Jewish adult community. He idolizes his police inspector father, 

believing him the world’s most skillful sleuth. Zohara, Nono’s mother, died when the boy was 

only a year old. No one has ever explained to him how that occurred. 



     Currently, Jacob Feuerberg is utilizing the services of his secretary, Gabi, in both that 

capacity and as a housekeeper / nanny for Nono. While most boys his age would chafe at 

such supervision, the junior Feuerberg thrives on this personal attention. Especially satisfying 

are stories Gabi tells about internationally famous singer Lola Cippolina and master criminal 

Felix Glick. It seems Jacob Feuerberg is the only law enforcement official who has ever been 

clever enough to apprehend Glick. The pair are perceived by Nono as adversaries, both 

absolute masters at what they do. 

     Because of jitteriness and disposition to ornament the truth, Nono is about to be sent to a 

disciplinarian uncle for re-education. That will serve the double purpose of leaving Jacob a 

clear path for discussing relationship issues privately with Gabi and teaching Nono patience 

and honesty. The youngster isn’t interested in those types of lessons. He can’t understand 

why Gabi aids in capturing him when he tries to run away from impending exile. She had 

always before been his friend and supporter.  

     A farewell gift from her is a bar of Luxor chocolate which turns out to hide a coded 

message. Decoding it launches Nono on the greatest adventure of his life. Much as Gabi 

wishes to extract a marriage proposal from Jacob, she doesn’t want to enter a family where 

one member is doggedly keeping knowledge of the past from another. In her mind, Nono 

deserves direct answers from Dad when he asks what happened to his mother, Zohara. Jacob 

thinks otherwise. 

      Tipped off by Gabi’s note that a mystery guide is also on board a train carrying him to his 

uncle, Nono starts to imagine that person’s identity. Each individual in his train compartment 

is closely inspected. None offer the correct password. 

     There is, however, someone in another compartment who appears to be expecting him. A 

gentleman in a white suit casually deflects Nono’s inquiries, orders food for two in a dining 

car, then hurriedly leads the boy forward to an astonished engineer in the train’s cab, 

abruptly disrupting their light snack together.   

     One coerced emergency stop later, boy and stranger leave the railroad behind and enter a 

waiting car which Nono’s pistol-brandishing befriender uses for a speedy getaway. His 

stunned passenger is handed a wig for concealment. The driver, apparently a kidnapper, 

races to a garage nearby. There, a vehicle exchange occurs. Adult and child change outfits, 

Nono regarbing in a girl’s skirt and blouse.  

     Whether he wishes it or not, young Feuerberg is now a fugitive from the law. He will 

gradually discover why. But not before a visit with singer Lola Cipirola, one of whose flashy 

trademark garments must be obtained for great admirer Gabi. 

     Back at home, Jacob is amazed to hear his son and some man in a white suit 

commandeered a train, then immediately departed by sports car to an unknown destination. 

It’s no comfort the meddling man answers to a description of criminal mastermind Felix Glick. 



Does Gabi have anything to do with his appearance on the scene? How else could Felix have 

known Nono’s travel plan? 

     The remainder of the film deals with a process by which Zohara’s past is suggested to 

Nono, rather than revealed, by a mentoring couple of obviously considerable resources and a 

shared inexplicable interest in mentoring the boy. There are connections between Zohara, 

Felix and nightclub singer Lola Ciparola which neither Gabi nor Jacob have ever revealed to 

Nono. He must puzzle out for himself why these people are all so interested in him. And what 

does the Mountain of the Moon have to do with his family? 

     Featuring expertly realized sound recording and a welcome smorgasbord of music styles 

ranging from country to stage and jazz, this Netherlands / Belgium co-production offers 

considerable sonic variety. 

     Cinematography is as adventurous as Nono’s guides, a case of content and style perfectly 

wedded. 

     Equally inspired is director Vincent Bal’s willingness to shuck conventional chronological 

storytelling in favor of a system of serial flashbacks where Nono imagines events in his 

mother’s life through listening to Felix’s recitations at sites where they originally occurred. 

Having Nono himself narrate introductory passages and internal fantasies lends grounding 

realism to an otherwise fantastic tale. 

     However, the final act is one of several stretching credibility. For no one really tips the boy 

off about a tragedy that took place at The Mountain of the Moon. Just how he makes a 

mental leap from reports of parental squabbling and discouragement to maternal death is 

never clarified. Neither for him nor for viewers.  

     Yet most of the time disbelief is suspended willingly, with protagonist Thomas Simon’s 

engagingly energetic and verbose Nono unfailingly compelling. Burghart Klaussner’s coolly 

amoral performance as Felix Glick is utterly charming, compensating for the overdrawn, 

stuffy reserve of Isabella Rossellini’s Lola, who is no one’s idea of a sultry chanteuse. Even 

worse, her character is unduly formal around Nono even after she recognizes his identity. It’s 

simply impossible to believe her to be the person she claims. Showy deception is too much 

her stock in trade. 

     Vivid pastels, split screens, jump cuts and a succession of chase scenes keep action moving 

forward at Grand Prix velocity, a pacing ideal for commanding attention from antsy teens. 

While some plot switchbacks are foreseeable in advance, others jump out unexpectedly, 

preserving a ribbon of suspense. Colorfully eccentric characters, sometimes undercut by old 

school dialogue, contribute to a roller-coaster ambience as Nono attempts to answer the vital 

question confronting all adolescents: Who am I? 

     By the time a tongue-in-cheek conclusion rolls around, audiences will likely be as 

appreciative as Nono of his journey’s outcome and revelations. 



     THE ZIGZAG KID is enormously entertaining for reluctant teens and adult escorts. By 

treating crime in cavalier fashion and blurring the distinction between social tolerance and 

illicit selfishness, it establishes itself, however, as unsuitable preteen viewing. Questions 

raised by the behavior and motivations of Zohara are too complex for analysis by middlers 

and younger siblings, who are likely to reject them completely.  

     This Menemsha Films subtitled dvd release has only one special feature, THE ZIGZAG KID’s 

international theatrical trailer.      

     Anyone thirteen years of age or older is strongly encouraged to screen this film. It won’t 

disappoint them. 


